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ABSTRACT

Using the discrete ordinates method for the treatment of neutral particle transport
through voids serious flux distortions ma)' occur due to the restricted streaming of par-
ticles along discrete directions. For mitigating this type of ray effect the method of view
factors is proposed which has been developed in the theory of thermal radiation for des-
cribing the radiant exchange among surfaces. In order to apply this method to transport
theory generalized view factors are defined which regard the angular dependence of the ra-
diation leaving the surfaces. The generalized view factors are calculated analytically for r-z
cylinder geometries and by applying the view factor algebra. The method was realized in
the discrete ordinates transport code DOT 4.2 and applied to an r-z analogue of the S I S
(Square-In-Square) sample problem. The ,results of the proposed method are compared with
those calculated by the common discrete ordinates method and the Monte Carlo method.

INTRODUCTION

Applying a two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport code to systems including large
void regions serious distortions in the flux may occur due to the restricted streaming of
particles along discrete directions. This type of ray effect is of special importance if there are
isolated sources at the surface of the void and the void is greatly elongated in one direction.
The errors due to the angular discretization can be reduced by increasing the number of
angular quadrature points which may be biased in the preferred direction of flight. The
progress in the development of more efficient computers with respect to computer speed and
storage capacity will certainly promote the use of this means in the future.

Nevertheless, it is also possible to mitigate the above type of ray effect on the basis
of a low order approximation. In this method, the discrete ordinates method is used for

solving tt_e linear transport equation in the material regions whereas the void regions are
bridged b.v use of integral transport theory. The method was proposed firstly by Clark. t
Here the angular flux exiting a void region through a surface element is calculated by use
of transfer matrices and the angular fluxes directed into the void. The transfer matrices are
evaluated all-numerically on the basis of considerations on particle conservation. Another
method developed by Neumann et al.2 uses a similar concept with the only difference that
the moments of the angular flux leaving the void are calculated by use of transfer matrices
and the moments of the angular fluxes entering the void. In addition to these studies, which
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are based on transport theory, a method has been developed in the past by Vossebrecker a
in which diffusion theory is used to treat the particle transport in material regions and view
factors (alternatively designated angle factors or geometry factors), as.they are defined in the
theory of thermal radiation, to calculate the radiant interchange among the surface elements
of the void. The view factors are evaluated partly analytically and partly numerically taking
advantage of the reciprocity relations, the distributive rule, and the sum rule which the view
factors obey.

Defining the common view factors it is assumed that the radiation emitted from the
surfaces is isotropic. By enhancing this requirement and assuming that the radiation is
isotropic in the mesh cells about the quadrature directions of the discrete ordinates method,
the concept of view factors and view factor algebra can also be used in transport theory.
In the following the application of the generalized view factors to r-z cylinder geometry is
described. A similar procedure, although not explicitly orientated at the view factor concept,
has been applied to x-y geometry by Watanabe and Maynard?

In the first section, the solution of the linear transport equation in a void region using
Green's function is given. The characteristics of the discrete ordinates method as far as they
are relevant to the addressed subject are described subsequently. In the following section,
the definition of the generalized view factors is given and their properties are discussed. A
further section deals with the evaluation of the view factors. The paper concludes with the
application of the proposed method to an r-z analogue of the S I S (Square-In-Square) sample
problem and with the presentation of the results which are compared with those calculated
by the common discrete ordinates method and the Monte Carlo method.

SOLUTION OF THE LINEAR TRANSPORT EQUATION IN A \'OLD

The starting-point deriving the angle-dependent view factors is the fact that the solution
of the linear transport equation irl a void region can be determined by the angular flux
incident on the surface of the void. _ The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1. The void region l"
is bounded by the surface F and n is a unit vector in the direction of the outward normal
at a position r. Omitting the energy dependence, the angular flux inside the void l' can be
expressed by

= [ dr' [ df_'G.(r',f_'--_ r,f_)q,i..(r', ft')q,(r, f_) (1)0

mc

r (n'.t'l')<0

Here _,,,(r', f_') is the flux incident on the surface of the void and G,(r', n' ---, r, ft) is
the surface Green's function which is a solution of the linear transport equation with zero
incident flux and with a surface source

q,(r, t2) --"I(n" ft')l 6_(f_. n') 6,(r, r') . (n'. n') < 0 . (2)

Since only the incident particles need to be considered and the normal vector is directed
outward, the integration over the direction n' is restricted to the range (n'. fl_) < 0. The
function b_(lq, n') is the product of two common Dirac tS-functiens, i.e.

- _2(_ ' _ ) = o_0 - ,I _6(_ -- _, j, ,_,
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where (T/,_,) and (r/', w') are the coordinates of the vectors f_ and li', respectively, and 6,(r, r')
is a two-dimensional surface _-function. The surface Green's function is given by

G.Ce,n' ---,r,n) = ICi_'--'n')lr,i, _(n'. o) _,(n'. Irr_-r,)r', (4)

APPLICATION OF THE DISCRETE ORDINATES METHOD

In the discrete ordinates method, the analytic transport equation is replaced by a ma-
croscopic balance equation in a volume element of phase space. The discrete ordinates finite
difference transport equation can be derived by integration of the transport equation over a
finite phase space cell•

Here the integration over the angular variable is performed by use of a numerical qua-
drature, i.e.

M

f daf(n)_- _., w,., f(fl,,). (5)
m-'l

This has as a consequence that the continuous direction variable f] is replaced by a set of

discrete directions {li,, } which are associated with weights {w,,, }. Under certain assumptions
the weight of a quadrature direction m can be related to a solid angle element Al/,,, on the
unit sphere. For solving volume or surface integrals over space variables the mean value
theorem is used.

For describing the angular flux (I)(r, fl) on the surface of the considered void region
in terms of discrete ordinates fluxes, the surface F is divided into finite surface elements
['k (k = 1,2,..., K). Furthermore, the unit sphere is divided into finite solid angle elements
AFt,,(m = 1, 2,..., M). Within each area-angle element Fk.Af/,,, the angular flux is assumed
to be constant and replaced by the corresponding discrete ordinates flux _k,,. Thus, it can
be written

¢(r, a) = _ _ X_'(r, f_) ¢,m. (6)
k m

: The step function X_' is defined by

1 if rEFh and 12EAFt,,,
xr(_,n) = (7)

0 otherwise

where the dependence on r shall also remind in the following, that the components of f] are
given in a coordinate system moving with r.
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DERIVATION OF THE GENERALIZED VIEW FACTORS

In an ordinary two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport code, the incoming fluxes on
three of the faces of a phase space cell are known from the calculation of the previous cell or
boundary conditions. The remaining four fluxes in the center and on the other three faces
of the cell are calculated from the balance equation and the additional diamond difference
equations. Reaching a void during the sweep through the space-angle mesh in the proposed
hybrid method, the meshes in the void are omitted and the iteration is started again in the
first material mesh cell 'at the other end' of the void. For continuing the calculation the
inflow into this cell is calculated from the angular fluxes on the surface of the void, which
are directed into the void. Thus, the number of particles jk,, has to be determined which
enter the mesh cell k through the surface element Fk with directions within AQ," about nra.
With

j(r, O) = n (I)(r, O) (8)

it follows

= _/dS f dn(.. n),(,, n) . (0)jk,.
Ft _flm

To evaluate the expression for the current j,m, Eqs. (1) and (4) are inserted into Eq. (9).
Due to the 8-functions the two integrals over the solid angles can be solved and it is obtained

j,,_ = _ _ t_'_'_' ¢,,_, (10)
h' rn*

with
(n'. fl)(n. O)rrt # ITI

= f d/' n)xr(,,n)
Fk Fa ,

and
lt _ r I

f_ - Ir-r'l ' (17.):

The matrix elements _"'," represent a generalization of the common view factors as they are"h' k

defined in the theory of thermal radiation for describing the radiant interchange between
surfaces. 6 The isotropic view factors ta, k are obtained from Eq. (I1) by summing over the

fl, l I

directions m _ and m. The functions Xa, and X_ extract from the isotropic view factors tk,a
those parts of the radiation which have directions in the solid angle element Aft,., referred
to a coordinate system at r' on the emitting surface Fk, and in Afl,_ referred to a coordinate
system at r on the final surface/,_.

PROPERTIES OF THE GENERALIZED VIEW FACTORS
=

= For a given geometrical configuration the isotropic view factors tk, k tare not independent of
each other. Rather, there exist several relations among them which can be used to calculate
the whole of ali view factors for a geometrical system. 8 In the same manner such relations

- can be specified lo: the generalized view factors. These are given in the following:
z
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a) Reciprocity Rule

From the definition of the view factors in Eq. (11) it follows that

k, (13)

where rn_ and mn are the quadrature directions reflected to the directions m' and m. The
situation is illustrated in Fig. 2a.

b) Extended Reciprocity Rule

In addition to the above reciprocity rule there is a further reciprocity rule which applies to
adjacent or parallel surfaces. A typical configuration for illustrating the situation is given

in Fig. 2b, where concentric circular rings Fk_, Fk; and Fk_, Fj,_ are considered. For this
configuration, it can be shown that

t,m (14)klh2=tk_ kt

where rn_ and mL are the directions reflected to m' and m with respect to p, where p is the
component of f_ relative to the 6r axis of the coordinate system.

c) Distributive Rule

If the surface Fk, is subdivided into two parts Fk,t and Fh; (see Fig. 2c) it follows from the
definition of the view factors that

t,,_'7 = t_'7 + t,,'2'7 • (15)

d) Enclosure Property

For a closed surface it follows from the requirement of particle conservation that ali particles
which enter the void through a surface element Fk, with directions in the solid element Af_,
must leave the void through any surface element and any solid angle element; hence

ak'_' 'h' k = 1 (16)
k m

where the coefficients Otkm are defined by

akm=/'If f dfl(n.fl) . (17)

EVALUATION OF TttE GENERALIZED VIEW FACTORS

tglt w

The matrix elements tk, _ in Eq. (1 I) can be evaluated numerically or analytically. Itow-
ever, even if it is possible to take advantage of the progress in the development of faster
computers it could turn out that an all-numerical computation of the view factors remains a
time-consuming process. Furthermore, the application of the distributive rule for evaluating
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the view factors requires an accuracy which cannot be fullfilled by a numerical integration.
Therefore, the course was followed to compute ali view factors in r-z geometries analyti-
cally. By this it is furthermore guaranteed that the particle balance, which is vital to the
convergence behaviour of the discrete ordinates method, is automatically conserved.

For solving the integrals in Eq. (11) it is advantageous to replace the integration over the
emitting surface by an integration over the solid angle. The solid angle element extended by
df' at the space point r is given by

dfZ = (n'. ft) dr'
Ir-r'l z ' (18)

If AFt_, denotes that part of the solid angle element AO,,, into which radiation is emitted
from Fk,, the expression for the view factor can be written in the form

enxr(,,n)(n,n) .
Ft Afi_,

The area ranges on the surface Fs, from which radiation exits with directions in the
solid angle element Aim, are determined by the characteristics equations, whicth describe
the motion of streaming. In cylinder geometry, the characteristics equations can be written
in the form

rsinw = r' sin_ I (20)

rcosa)- r'cosa/= 7(z- z') (21)

where
,A--:V

7 = • (22)
17

The value of I/remains constant during streaming through the cylinder.
The application of the distributive rule in Eq. (15) for determining the view factors for

the transfers outer _ outer in a cylindrical void is illustrated in Fig. 3. The view factors are
first calculated for different cylinder rings which can be formed by the area elements defined
in a discrete ordinates transport calculation. The remaining view factors for the transfers
between the rings are calculated by the relation

i

_'_ = t'_' '_ _' _ Z t7'm (23)
E k'Xk X *'X _' *=_+_

kt=j k=) te=j k=J

For the other geometric transfers, as top -, bottom, top --, outer etc., similar relations can
be used.

The generalized view f_ctor_ must be stored for later use in the inner iterations of the
discrete ordinates calculations. In order to reduce the storage requirements for the view
factors only the matrix elements which are non-zero are stored. A more detailed description
of the procedure for computing the generalized view factors in r-z cylinder geometry will be
given in a further report.
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CALCULATION OF THE S I S SAMPLE PROBLEM AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The view factor (VF) method was incorporated into the discrete ordinates transport code

DOT 4.2. r For testing the method an r-z analogue of the S I S (Square-In-Square) sample
problem was studied. 1,2The problem was also calculated by the ordinary discrete ordinates
method and the Monte Carlo method, and the results were compared with those of the
VF method.

The geometry of the modified S I S problem is given in Fig. 4. The configuration consists
of a cylindrical void of 1.1 cm radius and 1.1 cm height. An isotropic surface source with a
radius of 0.1 cm is located at the bottom of the cylinder. At the top and right surface of the
configuration vacuum boundary conditions were used. The currents and fluxes calculated by
the different methods were compared at internal boundaries located at r=lcm and z=lcm
and in the axial and radial mesh cells outside the test void which is enclosed by the internal
boundaries.

Applying the VF method the inner void was bridged by the generalized view factors,
and the discrete ordinates method is used in the meshes outside the test void. In both

types of discrete ordinates calculations an Ss angular quadrature was used. The widths of
the radial and axial meshes were 0.1 cm. The Monte Carlo calculations were performed
by the MORSE code 8 using a boundary crossing estimator at the internal boundaries. For
calculating the average fluxes in the axial and radial mesh cells a track length estimator was
used. The histories of 100,000 source particles were followed by which the fractional standard
deviations of the Monte Carlo results are limited to 1%- 2%. The only exceptions are the
values in the first radial area element on the top internal boundary and in the adjoining
upper mesh cell, in which the fractional standard deviation amount to 5%.

The Figs. 5 and 6 give the current densities at the internal boundaries. They show that
the current densities calculated by the VF method are free of ray-effects and agree very well
with the Monte Carlo results. The reason for the good agreement is that the VF method
is based on an accurate calculation of the inflow into the outer mesh cells surrounding the
test void. For the problem considered, the particle flow through the boundaries can also be
calculated exactly by using Eq. (1), and it shows that the results of the VF method even
better agree with the exact solution than the Monte Carlo results.

The flux densities at the internal boundaries are given in Figs. 7 and 8. They also illus-
trate that the ray effects are strongly reduced by the VF method. The maximum deviations
of the discrete ordinates fluxes ($8) from the Monte Carlo results (MORSE) amount to a
factor of about 1.50 both on the top boundary (mesh 3) and on the right boundary (mesh
9). The S8VF fluxes show a good overall agreement with the Monte Carlo results, and the
maximum deviations from the Monte Carlo fluxes are reduced to a factor of 1.08 at the top
boundary (mesh 1) and of 1.12 at the right boundary (mesh 6). These deviations in the
S8VF fluxes occur when the directions of flight, which connect the surface element of the
source and the area element considered on the internal boundary, strongly deviate from the
quadrature direction which is responsible for this transfer. Finally, the average flux density
distributions in the axial mesh 11 and in the radial mesh 11 are compared in Figs. 9 and 10.

- In these meshes, the ordinary discrete ordinates method was also used in the calculations
- with VF method. The figures show a similar agreement of the VF fluxes with the Monte
=- Carl(, fluxes as tbr the internal boundaries.
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The results of the calculations indicate that the concept of view factors can be used for
mitigating the ray effects in a void region. The method can be easily implemented into a
discrete ordinates transport code. After further test calculations and comparisons with other
methods it is intended to apply the VF method to practical problems of interest in reactor
physics.
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the Void Streaming,Problem
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: Fig. 2. Illustration of the Properties of Angle Factors
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Fig, 3. Illustration of the Application of Distributive Rule
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